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As is well-known, when electrostatic equilibrium is reached, the electrostatic field 

outside a metal is always perpendicular to the metal surface and there is no 

component parallel to the metal surface. However, unexpectedly, in this work the 

electrostatic field parallel to metal surface, i.e., the tangential electrostatic field (TEF) 

at metal surface, may be discovered by means of mechanical-electric coupling which 

may originate from the strain-dependent Fermi surface energy (FSE). The TEF at 

metal surface and the related electrostatic field inside the metal may not only give 

birth to new knowledge on electrostatics of metals but also induce interesting physical 

effects. For the electrostatics of metals, new understandings of electrostatic 

equilibrium conditions and related boundary conditions, Uniqueness theorem, method 

of image charges, electrostatic shielding, Thompson’s theorem and Green’s 

reciprocation theorem were gained and thereby some more accurate modifications 

were made. For the related physical effects, some new interpretations on the 

photoelectron emission spectroscopy, redistribution of minority atoms at surface of 

nanoparticles and TEF-induced Reshba effect were proposed. Moreover, interestingly, 

it was revealed that an intrinsically intensive electrostatic field may accompany the 

nanoparticles, and this field may cause an electron double-dipole resonance (EDDR) 

mechanism in vicinity of nanoparticles. Using EDDR, a simply unified model might 



be constructed for the longstanding problem in physics and chemistry, i.e, 

surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS). And this unified model could provide 

satisfactory explanations for the main experimental phenomena on SERS. In a word, 

the unraveled TEF at metal surface and the related electrostatic field inside a metal 

may enable people to re-understand the electrostatics of metals and explore 

subsequently mechanical, physical and chemical effects in various areas.    
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1. Introduction 

In the area of electromagnetism, it was long believed that when electrostatic 

equilibrium is reached, the electrostatic field inside a metal is rigorously zero, leading 

to the results that a metal is an equipotential body and there is no net electric charges 

inside the metal [1, 2, 3, 4]. The electrostatic equilibrium for a metal requires that the 

electrical current in the metal is zero, so that the electric field in the meal must be zero 

according to the famous Ohm’s law [1, 2, 3, 4]. Otherwise, any remnant electric field 

would urge free electrons to move, forming an electrical current in the metal [1, 2, 3, 

4], which violates against the electrostatic equilibrium.  

The question is “Does any internal electric field inevitably cause an electrical 

current in a metal?”. By means of investigation, it was found that the internal electric 

field does not always cause an electrical current in a metal and sometimes the 

electrical current is zero even if there exists strong electrostatic field in the metal. This 

point was revealed and gave birth to a new discovery of a mechanical-electric 

coupling in metals, i.e., Yuheng Zhang effect [5]. This effect pointed out that any 

actual metal may no longer be an equipotential body and there always exists an 

electric field inside the metal even at electrostatic equilibrium in view of widespread 

dislocations and other type of strains [5, 6, 7]. At electrostatic equilibrium, the 

electrostatic field inside the metals may be given by Yuheng Zhang equation [5, 6],  

 FE r eE 


                              (1) 

where EF is position-dependent Fermi surface energy (FSE), namely, electron 

(positron) chemical potential and sometimes it is known as Fermi level, e is electron 



(positron) charge, E


is the electrostatic field. As is known, the chemical potential of a 

particle system was introduced by Gibbs in 1876 [8]. It may be appropriate for the 

investigated system with the particle number conservation. In general, if the charged 

particles possess a volume, the related chemical potential usually includes 

contributions of the carried electric dipole, electric quadrupole and so on. But for the 

point particles without volume, there may be no electric dipole and higher-order 

electric moments, so the corresponding chemical potential may be only relevant to the 

carried net charge. Therefore, Yuheng Zhang equation may be rigorous for electron 

(positron) systems satisfying the following requirements: i) the electron (positron) 

systems must be in an equilibrium state; ii) the systems must conform to the number 

conservation of electrons (positron); iii) the electron (positron) must be a point 

particle and does not exhibit any measureable volume effects, which is an important 

foundation for quantum electrodynamics (QED). It might be a fundamental physical 

relation, and could not be derived by quantum mechanics, because the point particle 

assumption for electrons (positrons) may not be addressed by the quantum mechanics. 

In this equation, the FSE may exhibit the statistical properties of studied electron 

(positron) systems and depend on the arrangement of the electrons (positrons). The 

electron (positron) arrangement may further rest with their inherent quantum 

properties. As a result, FSE may include the quantum properties of the electron 

(positron) systems so that Yuheng Zhang equation may statistically contain the 

quantum characteristics of electron (positron) systems regardless of how complex 

their interaction and the experienced fields could be. The equation may find important 



applications in some fields. For example, the revealed existence of the electrostatic 

field inside metals may induce some interestingly physical effects which were ever 

discussed [5, 6].  

In another respect, for the electrostatic field at actual metal surfaces, the classical 

electrostatic theory shows that the electrostatic field must be perpendicular to the 

metal surfaces and there is no tangential component along metal surfaces [1, 2, 3, 4]. 

If there were a tangential component, no matter how weak it is, the free electrons 

would move along the metal surface and an electrical current would emerge [1, 2, 3, 

4], as is forbidden by the electrostatic equilibrium. However, enlightened by Yuheng 

Zhang effect [5], electrostatic equilibrium only requires the zero electrical current in 

metals but may permit existence of electrostatic field. Likewise, at the metal surfaces, 

electrostatic equilibrium forbids any electrical current along metal surfaces but may 

also allow the tangential component, meaning that sometimes the tangential 

component does not generate an electrical current. 

In this work, the presence of the tangential electrostatic field (TEF) along metal 

surfaces may be uncovered. According to the TEF and the electrostatic field inside a 

metal, the traditional electrostatics of metals were reexamined and investigated. 

Subsequently, the related physical effects in various fields were studied.   

2. Results and Discussion 

Even for single-crystalline metals, there still exist many factors such as residual 

stresses [9, 10], various defects such as dislocations [11], surface reconstruction, 

surface tension, chemical adsorption and so on which may alter the FSE EF, i.e., 



electron chemical potential. As a result, the free electrons in the metal may move from 

the higher-FSE regions to lower-FSE regions. The transfer of electrons would produce 

an electrical current and also cause an electric field between the higher-FSE regions 

and lower-FSE regions based on Gauss’ law. The generated electrical current may be 

written as [12, 13]  
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where J is electrical current density, σ(0) is direct-current electric conductivity of the 

metal. In this equation, the first term on the right denotes the electrical current 

generated by electric field, whereas the second term originates from the directional 

electron transfer induced by alteration of FSE. When the electrostatic equilibrium is 

approached, one may substitute Yuheng Zhang equation into the above equation and 

find that the electric current is indeed zero, as is the requirement for electrostatic 

equilibrium. As a result, an electrostatic field is generated in the metal. Of emphasized 

is that for low-dimensional materials the electron transfer usually affects FSE, so the 

position dependence of FSE in Equations (1) and (2) may take the values at 

electrostatic equilibrium, which has taken electron transfer effect on FSE into 

account.  

  By means of Equations (1) and (2), the null electrical current at electrostatic 

equilibrium could allow the presence of a non-null macroscopic intrinsic electrostatic 

field (denoted by Ei(r)) inside a metal shown in Figure 1 and it is 
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The related intrinsic electrostatic potential for the metal may be obtained 
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where φi(r) stands for the unique and intrinsic electrostatic potential of a metal and it 

fulfills the relation Ei(r)= φi(r), μe the electrochemical potential of the electrons. It 

may indicate that any metal at electrostatic equilibrium is an equal-electrochemical 

potential body but not an equipotential body. Only when the FSE of a metal would be 

a constant and did not exhibit position dependence (This type of metal does not exist 

in real life.), may the metal be an equipotential body where the electrostatic field 

inside the metal and the TEF at metal surface is zero. 

Similarly, in the case of metal surface at electrostatic equilibrium, Equations (1) 

and (2) also reveal that the zero electrical current at metal surface permits a non-null 

intrinsic TEF (denoted by Eit(r)) which may arise from position dependent FSE at the 

metal surface. These conclusions may also be valid for a perfect conductor where a 

large number of freely moving charges exist and the direct-current electrical 

conductivity approaches infinite, i.e., σ(0)→∞. Therefore, the electrostatic field may 

not always be normal to metal surfaces, but a TEF resulting from lift of FSE may 

appear along metal surfaces, as is illustrated in Figure 2. The existence of TEF may 

agree with the carefully performed experiments which revealed the existence of 

surface potential variations in the order of a few millivolts at metal surfaces 

(Sometimes the surface potential variations at metal surfaces is referred to Patch 

effect.) [14, 15, 16].   

  The existence of the intrinsic electrostatic field Ei(r) inside the metal and the TEF 

Eit(r) at the metal surface may not only bring new understandings of the electrostatics 



of metals but also give birth to interesting physical effects, which will be addressed in 

the followings. 

2.1 New understandings of electrostatics of a metal 

2.1.1 Electrostatic equilibrium conditions for a metal 

For a metal placed in a complex electrostatic environment, the surrounding charges 

and electric field may exert an external electrostatic potential on the metal. The 

application of the external potential usually does not influence the FSE and the 

intrinsic electrostatic potential φi(r) of the metal. Considering the intrinsic potential 

φi(r) and the external potential, the total electric potential of the metal may be written 

as 

                           φ(r)=φi(r)+φe(r)                                       (5) 

where φ(r) is the total electrostatic potential for the metal and it is usually position 

dependent, φe(r) denotes the external electrostatic potential including the contribution 

from the induction charges at the metal surface. Correspondingly, the electrostatic 

field inside the metal may be given by 

                         E(r)=Ei(r)+Ee(r)                                          (6) 

where E(r) is the total electrostatic field in the metal and it is E(r)= φ(r), Ei(r) the 

intrinsic electrostatic field, Ee(r) the electrostatic field induced by the external 

potential and it is given by Ee(r)= φe(r). Upon reaching the electrostatic 

equilibrium, very interestingly, the external electrostatic potential φe(r) is position 

independent and is a constant for the whole metal according to Yuheng Zhang 

equation. So it may be concluded that a metal is an equipotential body where the 



“potential” refers to the external electrostatic potential. In another word, the 

electrostatic field Ee(r) induced by any external electrostatic potential φe(r) is always 

zero inside the metal, i.e., 

                              Ee(r)=0                              (7) 

Meanwhile, the external potential-induced electrostatic field at metal surface must be 

normal to the surface and the related TEF must be zero at metal surface,  

                             Eet(r)=0                              (8) 

where Eet(r) stands for the TEF component of Ee(r) at the metal surface. Thus, the 

traditional electrostatic equilibrium conditions (EEC) for a metal should be modified 

and summarized as below, 

(1) A metal cannot be an equipotential body, but it must be an equipotential body for 

the external electrostatic potential which contains the contribution of induction 

charges at the metal surface.  

(2) Inside a metal, an intrinsic electrostatic field always exists, but the electrostatic 

field generated by any external electrostatic potential must be zero. 

(3) An intrinsic TEF is popular at metal surface, but the TEF originating from any 

external electrostatic potential must be zero at the metal surface. 

(4) The intrinsic net charges due to the intrinsic electrostatic field can exist inside a 

metal, but the externally charged or discharged charges cannot reside inside the metal 

and must distribute at the metal surfaces. 

In the above statements on the modified electrostatic equilibrium conditions 

(MEEC), a metal refers to any real single-component metal or multi-component alloy 



which contains many “freely” moving electrons and exhibits a large electrical 

conductivity. Different from definitions in many textbooks [4, 17, 18, 19], it does not 

need to require a uniform composition and an infinite electrical conductivity. The 

MEEC may be appropriate under the conditions that the state (stress distribution, the 

number and distribution of various defects, composition distribution and so on) of the 

metal keeps invariant on the application of external electrostatic potential. 

Nevertheless, in some extreme cases, the externally applied electrostatic potential can 

change the state and thus indirectly induce an electrostatic field inside the metal, 

which may thereby affect the electrostatic potential and the distribution of charges 

inside the metal.  

Comparing with the EEC, the MEEC may exhibit some advantages. Firstly, the 

MEEC may not be restricted to perfect conductors, and could be valid for any real 

metal or alloy with noticeable electrical conductivity regardless of the state. So the 

MEEC may have a larger validity scope than that of the EEC. Secondly, the revealed 

physics by the MEEC may be more correct and more appropriate. Thirdly, the MEEC 

point out the popular existence of the intrinsic electrostatic field inside a metal and the 

TEF at meal surface, which may assist in interpreting related phenomena in various 

fields.   

2.1.2 Electrostatic boundary conditions for a metal 

To solve the electrostatic problems of metals, one usually makes use of the   

traditional electrostatic boundary conditions (EBC) which are given by [1, 4, 17, 18],   
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where n denotes the unit vector perpendicular to the metal surface, pointing outwards,  

E is the electrostatic field at metal surface, σ the surface charge density, ε0 and ε are 

the vacuum permittivity and relative dielectric constant of the media around the metal, 

respectively. Nevertheless, both the revealed intrinsic TEF at metal surface and 

discovered intrinsic electrostatic field inside metals [5] may indicate that the EBC 

may not be applicable for any real metal. So the rigorous electrostatic boundary 

conditions (REBC) for a metal should be tackled and they may be given by 
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where εm is the electrostatic dielectric constant for the metal, E the total electrostatic 

field outside the metal surface, Ei(r)S-0 and Ei(r) S +0  are the intrinsic electrostatic 

field inside and outside the metal surface, respectively. As is shown, the TEF at metal 

surface is continuous. The electric field outward normal to the metal surface cannot 

precisely determine the surface charge density which is also dependent on the intrinsic 

electrostatic field inward normal to the metal surface. It may be easily found that only 

when the intrinsic electrostatic field Ei(r) is so weak that it can be ignored, can the 

REBC be simplified to the EBC.  

 For the REBC, the surface charge density may be written as  =e+i, where e is 

the externally charged or discharged charge density at metal surface, i denotes the 

intrinsic surface charge density which only depends on the distribution of intrinsic 

electrostatic field and it may be expressed as  
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Substitute Equations (6) (8) (11) into Equation (10), the REBC may be expressed in 

another form  
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               The form of REBC gives the EBC for the electrostatic field Ee(r). A comparison 

between EBC (Equation (9)) and REBC (Equation (12)) may be interesting and 

enlightening. At first glance, their forms are the same as each other, but their physical 

meanings may be quite different from each other. EBC demonstrate that the 

electrostatic field at metal surface must be normal to the surface, and its magnitude 

determines the surface charge density in the case of a definite dielectric media around 

the metal. On the contrary, REBC indicate that the field perpendicular to the metal 

surface is the electrostatic field Ee(r) yielded by the external electrostatic potential and 

what the electrostatic field Ee(r) monitors at the metal surface is the variations of 

surface charge density that is charged or discharged by the external potential.  

The REBC may not only bring complexities and difficulties for solving the 

electrostatic problems of metals, but also lead to new understandings of electrostatics 

involving metals.  

2.1.3 First Uniqueness theorem for metals 

First Uniqueness theorem states “The solution to Laplace’s equation in some 

volume V is uniquely determined if the potential is specified on the boundary surface 

S” [4, 17, 18, 19]. Its mathematical form could be expressed as [4, 17, 18, 19, 20], 
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where ρe is the charge density in the volume V outside the metal. Its mathematical 

proof was provided in many famous textbooks [4, 17, 18, 19, 20]. According to the 

theorem, if the surface potential φ(r)s could be specified accurately, the solution φ(r) 

in the volume V could also be specified. However, for the application of First 

Uniqueness theorem in electrostatic problems of real metals, what is commonly 

known is the external electrostatic potential φe(r) which cannot solely give the 

electrostatic potential of the metal. The electrostatic potential may be dominated by 

both the external electrostatic potential φe(r) and the intrinsic electrostatic potential 

φi(r), as is indicated by Equation (5). So the corresponding surface potential of the 

metal may be given by   

φ(r)s=φi(r)S+φe(r)S                       (14) 

where φ(r)s stands for the precise electrostatic potential at metal surface, φi(r)s and 

φe(r)s denotes the intrinsic electrostatic potential and external electrostatic potential 

at the metal surface, respectively. As indicated previously, φe(r)s does not exhibit 

position dependence and is a constant at the metal surface, but φi(r)s is usually 

position dependent. The intrinsic electrostatic potential φi(r) may be very hard to 

obtain, because the correlated FSE usually depends on so many complex unspecified 

factors (e.g., the residual stresses, surface reconstruction, composition distribution, the 

number and distribution of defects) that it is far from known. For the intrinsic 

electrostatic potential, what could be concluded is that it may rest with the distribution 

of intrinsic electrostatic charges in the metal so that it may satisfy the relation 



0 in the volume V outside the metal. In another respect, when applying 

First Uniqueness theorem for a metal, one generally only considers the external 

electrostatic potential φe(r)s but neglects the important contribution of intrinsic 

electrostatic potential φi(r) s at metal surface. As a result, in actual electrostatic 

problems of a metal, Uniqueness theorem becomes  
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As is shown, the precise solution is the external electrostatic potential including the 

contribution of induction charges at the metal surface. It does not contain the 

contribution of intrinsic electrostatic potential φi(r) in the volume V, so it is only a 

rough approximation for the electrostatic problem. Under the approximation, the 

far-field solution may be relatively accurate because the intrinsic electrostatic 

potential φi(r) usually decays rapidly and almost vanishes in the far-field regions. 

However, the near-field solution may show a very noticeable deviation because the 

intrinsic electrostatic potential φi(r) may display a notable magnitude in the near-field 

regions. Therefore, the intrinsic electrostatic potential φi(r) and the related intrinsic 

electrostatic field Ei(r) must be taken into account when one will carry out the 

investigations on near-field physics and chemistry, especially the surface physics and 

surface chemistry. Here the “far-field” and “near-field” refer to the concerned 

positions far away from the metals and the positions in the vicinity of the metals, 

respectively.   

2.1.4 Second Uniqueness theorem for metals 

 Second Uniqueness theorem states “In a volume V surrounded by metals and 



containing a specified charge density ρe, the electric field is uniquely determined if the 

total charge on each conductor is given” [4, 18, 20]. Its mathematical form could be 

given by [4, 18] 
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where Q denotes the total charge on a metal. The mathematical proof is available in 

many classical textbooks on electrodynamics [4, 18, 20]. As shown in Equation (5), 

the solution for the total electrostatic potential φ(r) composes of the external 

electrostatic potential e(r) and the intrinsic electrostatic potential φi(r). Indicated by 

the MEEC, the metal may not be an equipotential body of the total potential φ (r), so 

the common mathematical proof [4, 18, 20] based on the EEC that the metal is an 

equipotential body of the total potential φ(r) may not hold right. In other words, the 

mathematical solution of the problem stated by the traditional Second Uniqueness 

theorem on metals may not be unique and thus Second Uniqueness theorem may not 

be established rigorously in the viewpoint of mathematics.  

Despite the faults of the traditional Second Uniqueness theorem in mathematics, it 

could still be useful in physics. When the position-dependent intrinsic electrostatic 

potential φi(r) is unique and precisely known, the corresponding solutions e(r) and 

φ(r) could be determined uniquely. In many real situations, a metal is intrinsically 

neutral and thereby the totally intrinsic electrostatic charge in the metal is zero, which 

means that the intrinsic electrostatic potential φi(r) satisfies the relation  
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Simultaneously, as analyzed in the previous section, the intrinsic electrostatic charges 

may reside in the metal and thus the potential φi(r) may conform to the relation 

0  outside the metal. As a result, the mathematical form of Second 

Uniqueness theorem on metals changes into the following form by means of 

Equations (5) (14) and (17) 
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    (18)          

    In view of the MEEC that the external electrostatic potential e(r) is equipotential in 

the whole metal body, it may be found that the solution is unique based on the same 

mathematical proof method in the textbooks [4, 18, 20]. Therefore, what Second 

Uniqueness theorem on metals exactly describes is the external electrostatic potential 

e(r) instead of the total electrostatic potential (r). Wherein, the external electrostatic 

potential e(r) contains the contributions of both the induction charges in the metal 

and the stationary charges in the concerned volume V outside the metal. 

  For the applications of Second Uniqueness theorem in actual electrostatic problems 

of metals, like the case of First Uniqueness theorem, people usually neglect the 

important role of the intrinsic electrostatic potential φi(r). Hence, the obtained solution 

may be the external electrostatic potential e(r). It may be a relatively good solution 

in far-field regions but need a careful correction in near-field regions, as is in analogy 

with the case of First Uniqueness theorem.  

The above discussions on Uniqueness theorem (First Uniqueness theorem and 

Second Uniqueness theorem) may not only point out the faults but also generate some 



new knowledge in related areas. On one hand, it may inspire people to realize the 

crucial role of intrinsic electrostatic potential and the intrinsic electrostatic field in 

some scientific areas, particularly the surface physics and surface chemistry. On 

another hand, the new understandings of Uniqueness theorem will subsequently give 

birth to new knowledge of the classical method of image charges and the famous 

electrostatic shielding in electrodynamics, which will be addressed later.   

2.1.5 Method of image charges  

The method of image charges is popularly utilized to solve many electrostatic 

problems of metals. Its validity builds upon Uniqueness theorem which is the 

theoretical foundation of the method. Its introduction and applications in electrostatic 

problems of metals could be found in some electrodynamics textbooks [1, 4, 17, 18, 

21, 22]. As is demonstrated, the solution must be right, if it not only satisfies 

Poisson’s equation in the concerned volume but also gives the correct EBC. However, 

for the applications of the method in the related electrostatic problem, the commonly 

obtained solution may either satisfy Equation (15) or Equation (18), completely 

neglecting the contribution of the intrinsic electrostatic potential of the metal in the 

concerned volume. Therefore, as discussed for Uniqueness theorem in the preceding 

sections, the solution that is obtained based on the method of image charges is the 

external electrostatic potential e(r) rather than the precise electrostatic potential (r) 

shown in Equation (5). Hence, the method of image charges may be an approximation. 

The approximation may be satisfactory in the far-field regions, but it may need to be 

corrected in the near-field regions, which should be paid attention to for the 



surface-science researchers.   

2.1.6 Electrostatic Shielding 

Electrostatic shielding can create a volume for protecting any concerned electric 

devices and instruments from the effect of any external electrostatic field. It is 

well-known and has been widely applied in various fields for more than two hundred 

years up to now. For example, it was employed to accomplish the precise test of 

Coulomb’s law by many scientists in different generations, e.g., Cavendish (1773) 

[23], Maxwell (1873) [23], Plimpton et al.(1936) [24], Williams et al. (1971) [25] and 

so on. Wherein Williams et al. [25] achieved a miraculously precise upper limit on the 

deviation δ=(2.7±3.1)×10-16 which was commonly used to certify Coulomb’s 

inversely square law in the form 1/r2+δ.  

In electrodynamics, the electrostatic shielding states that the electrostatic field is 

precisely zero in the empty cavity of a closed metal surface [1, 20, 26]. The 

conclusion builds on First Uniqueness theorem and the traditional EEC that the 

electrostatic field inside a metal must be null [26]. On the contrary, as concluded by 

previous sections, the MEEC and Uniqueness theorem for metals suggest that what 

must be null and unique is the electrostatic field induced by the external electrostatic 

potential, but the macroscopic intrinsic electrostatic field stemming from 

position-dependent FSE shown in Equation (3) may be allowed to sustain inside the 

metal. As a consequence, the non-null intrinsic electrostatic field Ei(r) and related 

intrinsic electrostatic potential φi(r) may exert on the empty cavity of a closed metal 

surface. In other words, a real metal popularly presents net charges in some regions of 



the metal and displays a net electrostatic field in the cavity enclosed by the metal, 

both of which are very difficult to eliminate. So the electrostatic shielding can shield 

any external electrostatic field, but cannot shield the intrinsic electrostatic field no 

matter how strong or weak it is. 

The question is why the intrinsic electrostatic field Ei(r) and intrinsic electrostatic 

potential φi(r) did not influence the related electrostatic shielding experiments. It may 

be attributed to the following reasons. Firstly, the position-dependent FSE of electrons 

in a metal may not be altered under the common external electrostatic field and 

related potential, so the corresponding intrinsic electrostatic field Ei(r) inside the 

metal would not vary and thereby cannot give rise to the electromagnetic effect. 

Secondly, the concerned electric devices and instruments in the cavity were usually 

put in the far-field regions where the intrinsic electrostatic field Ei(r) may be too weak 

to be detected. To the contrary, if the concerned devices vibrated in the near-field 

regions of the cavity, an electrical induction current might emerge and a weak 

electromagnetic wave might be radiated simultaneously.   

2.1.7 Thomson’s theorem 

Thomson’s theorem states “Static charge on a system of perfect conductors 

distribute itself so that the electric stored energy is a minimum” [19], where the 

“perfect conductor” refers to “a material that having many charges free to move under 

external influences, electric or non-electric” [19]. The mathematical proof of 

Thomson’s theorem could be found in some textbooks on electrodynamics [17, 19]. 

Thomson’s theorem and the corresponding proof only consider the external 



electrostatic potential φe(r) but omits the vital role of intrinsic electrostatic potential 

φi(r) and the intrinsic electrostatic field Ei(r). Considering both the electrostatic 

potentials, the total electrostatic energy stored in the system should be given by 
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where Wt denotes the totally stored electrostatic energy in the metal systems, Vm the 

volume of the metal systems, V the concerned volume outside the metal systems. It 

could be written as the summation of the following three types of electrostatic 

energies  
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where Wi stands for the intrinsic electrostatic energy contributed by the intrinsic 

electrostatic potential i(r) and the intrinsic electrostatic field Ei(r), We the 

electrostatic energy arising from the external electrostatic potential e(r) and the 

external electrostatic field Ee(r), Wie the interaction energy between the two fields. 

According to the MEEC unraveled in the previous sections, the potential e(r) is 

constant and the field Ee(r) is null inside the metal, i.e., e(r)=0, so that the 

interaction energy Wie may be expressed as 
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The intrinsic electrostatic charges distribute within the metal, so the potential fulfills 



the relation 2i(r)=0 in the volume V outside the metal systems. Using the equations 

e(r) i(r)= [e(r) i(r)] e(r) 2i(r) , the interaction energy Wie may be 

written as  
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where Qi is the totally intrinsic charges in the metal, S the closed surface of the 

volume V outside the metal systems. The metals may inherently be neutral without 

charging or discharging, meaning that the totally intrinsic charges inside the metal 

may be zero, so that the interaction energy Wie may be zero. In general, during the 

charging or discharging processes of a metal, the yielded electric force exerting on the 

metal may be so weak that the microstructure and FSE may not vary. Therefore, the 

intrinsic electrostatic energy Wi may be an invariable quantity for the definite metal 

systems. As a consequence, what the distribution of charged charges at the metal 

surface influences is the incremental electrostatic energy We induced by external 

electrostatic potential e(r)  
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It may be easily found that if the metal is an equipotential body for the external 

electrostatic potential e(r), the stored electric energy We is a minimum. The proof 

may be the same as that popularly available in many textbooks on electrodynamics 

[17, 19].  

According to the above discussions, the famous Thomson’s theorem may be 



modified as “Charged net charges on a system of real metals distribute themselves so 

that the incremental electric stored energy is a minimum”. This modification may 

bring several merits. Firstly, unlike Thomson’s theorem applicable for perfect 

conductors, the modified Thomson’s theorem may be valid for both perfect conductors 

and real metals. In another word, the application scope of the modified Thomson’s 

theorem is much larger than that of Thomson’s theorem. Secondly, considering the 

existence of intrinsic electrostatic field and the stored electric energy, the statement of 

the modified Thomson’s theorem may be more accurate than that of Thomson’s 

theorem. 

2.1.8 Green’s reciprocation theorem 

Green’s reciprocation theorem was usually expressed in the form [17, 19] 
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k k k k
k k
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where φk is the electrostatic potential of the kth metal when it carries charge qk, and φḱ 

is the potential when it carries charge q́k. The proof could be available in the textbooks 

on electrodynamics [17, 19]. Green’s reciprocation theorem is very useful in solving 

many electrostatic problems of metals. However, as revealed by MEEC, the 

position-dependent intrinsic electrostatic potential i(r) was usually omitted for a 

metal and the metal may not be an equipotential body for the total electrostatic 

potential. To one’s surprise, it means that any constant potential cannot accurately 

describe the total electrostatic potential of a metal. So the popular form of Green’s 

reciprocation theorem may not be appropriate and has to be modified for wide 

applications. In actual applications, the known potential of a metal is usually the 



external electrostatic potential e(r). It is a constant potential for the metal and 

satisfies the relation 2e(r)=0 outside the metals, so the Green’s reciprocation 

theorem may be better modified to be  
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where ek is the external electrostatic potential of the kth metal when it carries charge 

Qk, and ek is the external electrostatic potential when it carries charge Qk. The 

mathematical proof may be the same as that in the related textbooks [17, 19].  

The modified Green’s reciprocation theorem could be utilized to solve the related 

electrostatic problems of metals. Of emphasized is that what people can obtain by 

means of the modified Green’s reciprocation theorem is the external electrostatic 

potential rather than the total electrostatic potential of the metal body. If the 

investigated topics are associated with physics and chemistry at metal surfaces, the 

intrinsic electrostatic potential of the metal must be taken into account seriously.  

2.2 Physical effects of TEF 

2.2.1 Electric transport properties at surfaces 

As shown in Figure 3, when an external voltage is applied to the metal surface with 

different FSE, an electrical circuit may be formed. In analogy with the situation for 

interior of metal with different FSE [5], the electrical current-voltage (I-V) relation of 

the metal surface may exhibit rectifying characters. If a forward bias external voltage 

is applied as shown in Figure 3(a), the energy of free electrons in region III may be 

uplifted relative to that of free electrons in regions I, so that free electrons would drift 

from region III to regions I, creating an electrical current which is displayed in Figure 



3(c). However, upon application of a small backward bias voltage, as shown in Figure 

3(b), owing to that the free electron movement may be blocked by the energy barrier 

originating from the FSE difference, the electrical current may be almost zero except 

a tiny tunneling current. If the backward bias voltage increases to a critical value VZ, 

the free electrons in region I may gain enough energy to surpass the energy barrier 

and reach region III easily, thereby forming a notable electrical current, as shown in 

Figure 3(c). And the critical voltage VZ could be obtained by means of Equation (1)   
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where e is electron charge, ,		  are the FSE of region III and region I, 

respectively. It means that in presence of TEF the metal surfaces sometimes could 

rectify electrical current and behave as a p-n junction. And the rectifying characters 

may be more obvious at low temperatures because of the suppression of thermal 

excitation.  

  For actual metal surfaces, complex strains, adsorptions, defects and so on may 

induce very complex TEF. As revealed, the fields could cause the rectifying characters 

and usually reduce the surface electrical conductivity. It may enlighten people that to 

obtain a relatively precise electrical conductivity of metal surface one had better 

employ a large electrical voltage to measure in both ways of forward bias and 

backward bias and take the larger value of conducitvity.  

2.2.2 Rashba effect at metal surfaces 

The Reshba effect first discovered in 1959 [27] describes a momentum-dependent 

spin splitting of electron states in a bulk crystal [27] and low dimensional electron 



systems [28]. For an electron system with space inversion-symmetry breaking, it is 

commonly described by the following Hamiltonian,  

                          R RH n k   
                        (24) 

where  is the electron momentum, σ	Pauli matrices, and  is unit vector normal to 

the surface, the parameter αR is Rashba coupling which is usually proportional to the 

magnitude of electric field.  

  Based on the physics of Reshba effect, the TEF at metal surface may also contribute 

to the momentum-dependent spin slitting of electron bands, and the correlated 

Hamiltonian may be given by   

                        RZ FH E k    
                       (25) 

where η is the coupling parameter with the unit m2. Appearance of this Hamiltonian 

may further reduce the symmetry of electron spin bands in the momentum space. To 

examine its effect, the summation of Hamiltonian is 
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Where p signifies the momentum operator. In terms of simple calculation, the 

eigenenergy is  
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It shows that in presence of TEF the momentum-dependent splitting of electron band 

may be shifted. When the tangential field vanished, the related eigenenergy would 

reduce to the familiar solutions for Rashba Hamiltonian, as inversely verifies the 

correctness of the above electron bands shown by Equation (27).  



Due to the TEF in Equation (25), a spin component along normal to the surface will 

emerge as   
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where |φ1> , <φ1| is the eigenket and eigenbra, respectively, Sz the spin component 

normal to the surface. 

  Generally speaking, the magnitude of tangential field in many metals may not be so 

strong that its effect might be weaker than Rashba effect. But for some special 

situations where the Rashba Hamiltonian vanishes, i.e., the zero Rashba coupling αR, 

the eigenenergy for the 2D electron systems would be  
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The effective magnetic field is  
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where g is the spin-g factor and has a value of about 2, μB the Bohr magneton. And the 

related electron spin component along surface normal is  
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where |φ'1> , <φ'1| is the corresponding eigenket and eigenbra. If the electrons only 

possess the momentum parallel to the surface and the normal component is zero. Very 

interestingly, for such a 2D electron system without magnetic field and vertical 

electric field, it indicates that the presence of any TEF would give birth to a totally 

spin-polarized state and the electron spin polarization strongly depends on its 



momentum. At ground state, the electron spins are polarized and parallel to the 

effective magnetic field Beff as shown in Figure 6. The effective magnetic field and 

related spin splitting energy might be detected by means of electron spin resonance 

(ESR) experiments which was successfully carried out to measure the spin splitting 

energy for a 2D electron systems [29]. For such a 2D electron system as displayed in 

Figure 6(a), the up spins would accumulate on the left side while the down spins 

would get together on the right side of the metal surface. On application of an external 

electrical voltage at metal surface, only the electrons with up spin are allowed to flow 

but the electrons with down spin are inhibited as illustrated by Figure 6(b). Hence, the 

metal surface with the TEF might be a platform for anomalous quantum Hall effect.  

2.2.3 Effect on the photoemission spectroscopy 

According to electrostatics [1, 4], i.e., circumstances in which no physical variables 

depend on time, one may have 
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So the TEF along the metal surface may cause a related tangential component outside 

the surface as illustrated by black arrows in Figure 2. It may has an important effect 

on photoemission spectroscopy (PES).  

  Based on the physical theory of PES [30], a tangential field may affect PES in two 

ways. One is that it may change the detected kinetic energy of photoelectrons by the 

quantity   

                           0kinE eV                               (33) 

where ΔEkin is the variation of kinetic energy of photoelectron, e is electron charge,  



V0 is the potential difference between the positions of photoelectron emission point 

and electron analyzer. As is shown in Figure 4, because of the complexity for both the 

experimental design and the unknown distribution of TEF in real experimental metal 

surface, the precise value of kinetic energy variation may be difficult to get. But one 

may estimate its value to be  
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The other is that for the photoelectrons emitted out of surface the tangential field may 

result in alterations in their wave-vector component parallel to surface. It is  
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where me is electron mass, ħ is the reduced Plank constant, ||, ||  respectively 

denote wave-vector component parallel to the surface for the initial state and final 

state of a photoelectron, V|| is potential difference between photoelectron emission 

point and electron analyzer and it is || || ∙ , where ||  is position 

dependence of TEF outside metal surface, rf, ri present positions of electron analyzer 

and photoelectron emission site, respectively. As indicated, the tangential field can 

indeed change the wave-vector component parallel to the surface. Despite lack of 

knowledge on the detailed electrostatic field near the metal surface, an estimation 

could be made and the alteration may be in the range 
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In view of Equations (34) and (36), one may find that a larger FSE difference and 

thus a stronger TEF at metal surface usually have a more notable effect on the PES. 

Even for the single-crystalline surface at a uniform temperature, there still exists the 



unavoidable strains arising from residual stresses and defects. For instance, the 

residual stresses are often reported to reach ~102 MPa [9, 10, 31, 32], which can yield 

a few thousandths of a strain [36]. For most metals, the mechanical-electric coupling 

strength |∂EF/∂ξii| (ξii is the main strain) may be in the range 1-10 eV, so the residual 

strains at metal surfaces could cause the order of 10 mV for the potential difference. 

Magnitude of the potential difference at surface may place a noticeable restriction on 

the measurement precision of PES, which deserves attention in the related 

experiments, e.g., angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES).  

Existence of the TEF at metal surface may hybridize the electron orbital wave 

functions, for instance, hybridization of s, p orbitals. According to perturbation theory, 

the hybridized s, p wave functions are (to first-order precision) 
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where Ψns, Ψnp are electron wave functions with main quantum number n and angular 

momentum s, p, and Ψ'ns, Ψ'np stand for corresponding hybridized wave functions. 

This hybridization may affect the photoemission spectroscopy of metal surface. If 

the TEF is along x axis, the hybridization only exists between s and px electron 

orbitals. So the corrected px wave function has a component of s orbital wave function. 

For a tetragonal metal surface with conductive p electrons, a beam of photons can be 

utilized to radiate the metal surface at a very small glancing angle (e.g. less than 5°) 

as shown in Figure 7. According to the ARPES theory [34], the measured ARPES 



intensity may be proportional to the square ∙ , i.e., I ∝

∙ where A is the electromagnetic gauge and P is the electron 

momentum. Considering the photon radiation at the metal surface with tetragonal 

symmetry, symmetry analysis could be used to clarify contributions to APRES 

intensity. If the glancing photons have s polarization (photon electric field 

perpendicular to the scattering plane kx-kz)，the ARPES intensity contributed by the 

scattering matrix element is zero along ky direction ∙ 0, because 

both the final state of photoelectron wave function Ψf and the term ∙  lying in the 

mirror plane ky-kz is even, but Ψnpx is odd relative to the mirror plane ky-kz. However, 

the presence of TEF along x axis may generate the hybridization between s electron 

orbital and px electron orbital, which enables the term ∙ ′ 0 to 

contribute to ARPES intensity along ky axis. In the related experiments, one may find 

that when the incident photons having s polarization are scattered in the kx-kz plane, 

the corresponding ARPES intensity along ky axis may be more or less stronger than 

that along kx axis.      

2.2.4 Effect on the scanning tunneling microscope or spectroscopy 

The altered FSE and the correlated TEF may have a non-negligible influence on the 

scanning tunneling microscope or spectroscopy (STM/STS). And the tunneling 

current may be changed by the induced variations in density of state (DOS) and work 

function. For a region with altered FSE at a metal surface, a tunneling current may 

appear when an electrical bias voltage Vbias would be applied at low temperatures, and 

the current may be [35, 36] 
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where M is the tunneling matrix element, Nt(EF0) the DOS at the FSE EF0 of the tip, 

Ns(ε) the energy ε dependence of local density of states (LDOS) of the sample surface 

confronting the tip,  f the Fermi-Dirac distribution function. The LDOS of the 

sample may be a slowly varying function, so Equation (39) could be simplified to be 
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where EF is the altered FSE of the region, Vz is the electric potential between this 

region and surrounding regions with initial FSE EF0 as shown in Figure 5, and it is EF 

+ eVz = EF0. Based on Equation (40), one may find that for the region with altered 

FSE the tunneling current may be determined by its LDOS at the corresponding 

energy level (EF + eVz) instead of its LDOS at the FSE EF.  

   On the other hand, owing to alteration in FSE, the work function of the electron at 

this region may be changed  

                            0s s ZeV                             (41) 

where ϕs0, ϕs denote the work function of metal surface with unaltered FSE and altered 

FSE, respectively. The variations of work function may further lift the tunneling 

current by changing the key parameter for the tunneling current, i.e., inverse decay 

length, because the tunneling current is 	 ∝  where κ is inverse decay length 

and d is distance between tip and sample surface [37]. The modified inverse decay 

length may be given [38, 39] 
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where W is the energy of the state relative to the FSE EF. As is shown in this equation, 

the regions of metal surface with up-shift FSE would be expected to yield a rising 

tunneling current and vice versa. These regions may be detected by the constant 

height mode of operation for STM. 

2.2.5 Surface transport and segregation 

Analogous to the case in metals [40], the TEF at surface of metallic terminal solid 

solution (MTSS) may also cause a composition segregation. For simplicity, the MTSS 

could be selected to be composed of only two different types of atoms. For the 

minority atoms at MTSS surface, their diffusion flux could be given by the famous 

Fick’s law [41]  

                        0j D n r ,t  
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where n(r, t) is position r and time t dependence of minority atom concentration, D is 

diffusion constant at surface. Based on Einstein diffusion relation, the diffusion 

constant equal to D=ukBT, where kB is Boltzmann constant, T is temperature, and u is 

the mobility of minority atom at alloy surface. 

     In view of possible TEF at surfaces, the field-induced another transport 

mechanism may play an important role in the evolution processes of surface 

composition. Despite many factors that enable the FSE to shift and thereby induce a 

related electric field, only considered here is the electric field originating from 

inhomogeneous strain. By employing Yuheng Zhang equation, the electric field 

generated by the non-uniform strain at a surface normal to z axis may be  
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where ξzi (i=x, y, z) is the strain components at the surface normal to z axis and the 

subscript indices obey Einstein summation rules, dEF/dξzi denotes the 

mechanical-electric coupling of the MTSS. According to T. Teorell’s theory [42], the 

electric field would result in a correlated drift term and it is 
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where Q denotes the charges carried by a minority atom due to the electronegativity 

differences between the minority atoms and majority atoms. 

In terms of Equation (1), the inhomogeneous distribution of minority atoms at the 

MTSS surface may also give rise to a tangential electric field along the surface and it 

may be 
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where e is electron charge, EF is minority atom concentration dependence of FSE. 

Likewise, this field may create another drift flux of the minority atoms and it may be 

given by 
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The total transport flux of the minority atoms at the TMSS surface may be the 

summation of diffusion term and the two drift terms, 
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where the parameter is α=Q(dEF/dn)/ekBT. When the equilibrium state is approached, 



the total transport flux of the atoms at the MTSS surface may be rigorously zero. So, 

the distribution of minority atoms at MTSS surface could be obtained analytically  
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where the mathematical function is defined as ProductLog(λeλ)= λ, the FSE difference 

ΔEF stemming from strains is ΔEF=EF(r)-EF(r0). It can be seen that the existence of a 

TEF at MTSS surface may induce the surface composition segregation, which may 

further influence the physical properties and chemical properties of the surface. If the 

magnitude of the product is very small |αn(r)| <<1, this equation could be simplified 

to be  
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It may indicate that the composition distribution at MTSS surface may be controlled 

by temperature T, electronegativity difference and the shifted FSE caused by the 

strains. At high temperatures, the composition distribution at surface may be much 

more uniform than that at low temperatures. A smaller electronegativity difference 

between minority atoms and majority atoms may lead to a relatively uniform 

composition distribution and vice versa. In general, the continuous solid solutions [43] 

listed in Table 1 may exhibit a much more uniform composition distribution, whereas 

discontinuous solid solutions especially those with small solid solubility usually 

display serious composition segregation. This may be consistent with investigations 

on the surface segregation of bimetallic nanoparticles [44]. Another important factor 

is FSE difference that usually originates from the popular strains at MTSS surface 

because of residual stresses and various types of defects such as dislocations. Here a 



preliminary estimation may be helpful and necessary. Usually the residual stresses 

could reach several hundred MPa [9, 10, 31, 32], so the residual strain may be several 

thousandths. For most MTSS, the mechanical-electric coupling strength may be in the 

range 1-10 eV, thereby creating a FSE difference ΔEF in the range 5 meV~50 meV at 

surfaces, as agrees with the experimentally observed magnitude of surface potential 

variations [14, 15, 16]. If the net charge carried by a minority atom is an electron 

charge, the room-temperature-composition segregation ratio at surface might reach 

1.2~7 according to Equation (50), which may be in qualitative accordance with the 

segregation ratio induced by the enrichment of Pt atoms at edges and corners at 

nanoparticle surfaces [45, 46]. In the other respect, the more commonly observed is 

the radial strain reaching ~1% for many nanoparticles, so a FSE difference ΔEF 10 

meV~100 meV may be yielded along radius of nanoparticles. If the net charge carried 

by a minority atom is also an electron charge, the room-temperature segregation ratio 

estimated by Equation (50) may be in the range 1.5~50, which is consistent with 

experimental investigations on segregation ratio in bimetallic nanoparticles [44, 47]. 

The above estimations may prove rationality of Equation (50) in spite of their 

roughness. To get much more precise segregation ratio by using Equation (50), one 

should obtain more accurate parameters Q and ΔEF. 

2.2.6 Effect on field emission  

Field emission is an important technique and has been applied in numerous areas 

such as field emission microscopy. Under an externally applied strong electric field 

shown in Figure 8(a), the electrons in a cold metal can tunnel into vacuum and form 



an electrical current. According to the famous field emission model proposed by 

Fowler-Nordheim [48], the current is    
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where εF is Fermi energy, i.e., the largest kinetic energy for free electrons in a metal at 

zero temperature, ϕ the work function, E the applied intense electric field at metal 

surface, e presents the electron charge.  

Field emission process of a cold metal may be affected by existence of TEF at 

metal surface from two respects. As displayed by Figure 8(b), one is the shifted FES 

whose variations may correspond to changes of work function at low temperature. 

The other may be the weak modifications on the intense electric field at metal surface. 

The updated electrical current due to field emission may be given by  
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where ε'F is the shifted Fermi energy, ΔEF is the lifted amount of FSE, E0 denotes the 

electric field arising from the shifted FSE and it may be much weaker than the applied 

intense field. As is shown by this equation, the up-lifted FSE region at metal surface 

may generate a larger field emission current, because the related work function may 

be weakened, but the down-lifted FSE region may cause a smaller field emission 

current. For material surfaces such as nanoparticle surfaces, experiments and 

simulations indicated that a smaller radius of curvature usually yield a larger local 

strain [49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55]. According to the mechanical-electric coupling in 

metals, i.e., Yuheng Zhang effect, the noticeable local strain may lead to an apparent 



shift of FSE. Therefore, it could be inferred that both the intense field and up-shifted 

FSE due to notable local strain play an important role in the field emission of a sharp 

tip with a radius of curvature in nanoscale.  

2.2.7 Micro-earth 

Experimental and theoretical investigations indicated that a dramatic and 

widespread strain gradient exists along the radius of nanoparticles [49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 

54, 55]. According to Yuheng Zhang effect and Yuheng Zhang equation [5, 6], this 

strain gradient in the nanoparticles may give rise to a corresponding electric field 

along their radius, and it is [56]  
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where ξij is the strain components. For a nanoparticle with radius several nanometers, 

the internal radial electric field may approach the magnitude ~108 V/m. Hence, a 

noticeable charge separation may appear in the nanoparticle and a larger number of 

charges could accumulate at the nanoparticle surfaces. For simplicity, this electric 

field is assumed to be a constant and the charge density distribution within the metal 

nanoparticles may be approximated as that in the core of the earth [57] 

                         02 /r D r D r r                         (54) 

where r0 is the radius of the metal nanoparticle, ρ(r) is radius dependence of charge 

density, the parameter is electric displacement D=ε0εEn and its magnitude may reach a 

value 10 C/m2 for some metal nanoparticles. Analogous to the possible creation of the 

earth’s geomagnetic field [57], fast rotation of such a metal nanoparticle from west to 

east (the same rotational direction as the earth) will generate a correlated magnetic 



field which may be described in cylindrical coordinate system shown in Figure 9 by 
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where R is the distance from center of the metal nanoparticle, T the period of rotation, 

μ0 the magnetic susceptibility outside the nanoparticle, ψ the polar angle from positive 

z-axis, φ the azimuthal angle in the x-y plane from the x-axis . 

  Displayed by these equations is that the yielded magnetic field is a magnetic dipole 

field. For a metal nanoparticle with an average radius 2 nm, if the period of its fast 

rotation could be 1 ps, a magnetic dipole field may be created around the nanoparticle 

and the field strength at the equator may reach ~200 Gauss. Of emphasized here is 

that the electric field along the radius of metal nanoparticles was assumed to be a 

constant, but the actual electric displacement may not be a constant and varies with 

position. So the above calculations mainly predict the mechanism of magnetic field 

yielded by the fast rotation of a metal nanoparticle and a more precise determination 

of the magnetic field still depends on a more precise position dependence of electric 

displacement vector.  

In spite of the remarkable size difference between the metal nanoparticle and the 

earth, fast rotation of a metal nanoparticle may be very like the earth considering the 

following points. Firstly, a notable charge separation exists along radius for both the 

metal nanoparticle and the metallic core of the earth because of Yuheng Zhang effect. 

Secondly, according to the possible mechanism of the earth’s geomagnetic field [57], 



fast rotation of both the metal nanoparticle and the earth could generate a magnetic 

dipole field around them. Taking these similarities into account, the rotating metal 

nanoparticle may be named as “micro-earth”. How can people give birth to such a fast 

rotated micro-earth? One possible method might employ the incidence of photons 

with angular momentum. The effective transfer of the angular momentum of photons 

to a nanoparticle may enable it to rotate rapidly and yield a micro-earth. In the future, 

the micro-earth may be utilized in some important areas such as micro-detection and 

so on. 

2.2.8 Adsorption of molecules at nanoparticle surface 

As indicated in the previous section, the popular strain gradient in nanoparticles 

usually generate a noticeable charge separation and the charges may agglomerate at 

surfaces especially sharp edges and correlated corners as shown in Figure 10. As a 

result, an intense electrostatic field may be created close to the nanoparticle surface. 

The field may sensitively dependent on position and decay rapidly with distance away 

from the surface. In general, the spatial distribution of the electrostatic field may 

exhibit the following properties 
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where r is distance of molecules from the nanoparticle surface, l0 denotes the surface 

strain relaxation length and is usually the length of several atomic layers ~1 nm [55, 

58, 59], R0 the radius of the nanoparticle. This electrostatic field may approach a 



magnitude ~108 V/m for molecules adsorbed on the surface and even reach ~109 V/m 

near the sharp edges and corners. To be expected, the existence of intense electrostatic 

field may affect the thermodynamic behaviors of gas adsorption heavily. For the 

molecule system, the Gibbs energy change may be 

                   edG SdT Vdp Vn p dE                      (57)   

where G is the Gibbs energy of the molecule system, n=N/V is the concentration of 

molecules, V the volume per mole molecules, N the Avogadro constant, p the pressure 

of the gas molecules, E the electric field, pe denotes intrinsic dipole moment of an 

individual molecule, <pe> is the thermal average value and it could be given by 
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where E(r) is the position dependent electric field, the parameter kB is the Boltzmann 

constant, T the absolute temperature, αe stands for the electric polarizability of a 

molecule. Generally speaking, the polarizability αe sometimes exhibits anisotropies 

and thus may be described better by a matrix. But it could be assumed to be a constant 

for simplicity in following discussions.  

When the neutral molecule system reaches thermal equilibrium, the spatial gradient 

of Gibbs energy must be zero and the equilibrium equation may be   
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In the above calculations, the field effect on the electric dipole-dipole interaction is 

ignored for simplicity. Using Vander Waals equation [60, 61] for 1 mole gas 

molecules,  
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where a is a parameter arising from the attractive interaction between molecules [60, 

61], b the parameter due to the finite volume of a molecule, R the gas constant.  

Substitute Vander Waals equation into the Equation (59),  
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Its analytical solution may be  
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where n0 is concentration of molecules far away from the nanoparticles. In most cases, 

the relation holds nb/N <<1, meaning that the volume of molecules in gas state may 

be far larger than that for the same number of molecules in liquid state. Thus, the 

equation may be approximated as  
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Let the important parameter λ be 
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The above equation could be written as follows, 
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Its precise solution could be given by  
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where the function is ProductLog(x•ex)=x. It indicates that the concentration of 



adsorbed molecules at nanoparticle surface may rely on several important factors such 

as the temperature, the magnitude of electric field and the electric dipole of a 

molecule. The temperature has an important effect and the concentration increases as 

temperatures drops. A more intense electric field at the nanoparticle surface would 

lead to a larger concentration. In addition, a bigger electric dipole of the molecule 

may also result in a larger concentration and vice versa. When the concentration of 

adsorbed molecules at nanoparticle surface reaches the saturation vapor concentration, 

the liquefaction may happen.   

Considering the possible liquefaction in the vicinity of the nanoparticle surface, the 

whole adsorption around nanoparticles may be contributed by two typical regions. 

The first is the region where the electric field is weak and decays rapidly with 

distance from the nanoparticle surface, thereby corresponding to the region full of 

molecules in the gaseous state. 

In most situations, the relation may be valid |λns|<<1 where ns is the saturation 

vapor concentration, so Equation (66) could be simplified to be 
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The concentration of adsorbed gas molecules near nanoparticle surface may be 

approximately proportional to the concentration n0 far away from the nanoparticles. 

The approximate relation between gas pressure and concentration of gaseous 

molecule could be taken as ⁄ , where p0 is the gas pressure. In reality, this 

approximation is the equation of state for ideal gas. Thus, the adsorbed mass of 



gaseous molecules could be given by   
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where m is the mass of an individual molecule, Ma the total mass of adsorbed 

molecules. It shows that the mass of adsorbed molecule may be proportional to the 

gas pressure and the proportionality constant may become large at low temperatures, 

which is usually observed in experiments when the gas pressure is very low [62]. At 

relatively high temperatures, the relations ≪ 1⁄  and ≪ 1⁄  

may be fulfilled so that Equation (58) could be approximated to be  

〈 〉 ⁄ 3⁄⁄ 2⁄  and thereby the adsorbed mass 

given by Equation (68) could be written as  
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As is demonstrated, the adsorbed mass of gaseous molecules may be proportional to 

the electrostatic energy around the nanoparticles. And the adsorbed quantity would be 

larger for the molecules with bigger dipole moment pe and polarizability αe.  

In another case that λ ~1, the relation between the concentration n under the 

electric field and the concentration n0 may exhibit a concave hyperbolic curve given 

in Figure 11. This case may be rarely encountered in experiments because it requires 

the condition λns ~1 that most kinds of gas molecules cannot satisfy.  

Interestingly, if the parameter λ displays a negative value and the relation λ ~1 

exists, the concentration n0 dependence of the concentration n may presents a convex 

hyperbolic curve as shown in Figure 11. Considering the required negative value of 



the parameter λ, it may also be difficult for this case to be observed in experiments. 

The second region is the liquefaction region where the molecule concentration 

reach the value of liquid state, i.e., n=nl, and its volume could be denoted as Vl. At the 

boundaries between the liquefaction region and gaseous region, the concentration of 

gas molecule may reach the saturation vapor pressure ps which corresponds to 

saturation vapor concentration ns,  
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Combining Equations (58) and (70), a corresponding saturated electric field (SEF) 

may be uncovered  
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The existence of SEF means that the regions with electric field higher than SEF will 

accommodate the condensed molecules and form the liquefaction zones Vl=V(E≥Es). 

For non-polar molecules whole net dipole moment is zero, the SEF could be  
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For polar molecules, the approximate expression of SEF in some situations could be      
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In general, SEF decreases as the temperature drops, suggesting a growing 

liquefaction volume of the absorption molecules as the temperature is decreasing. In 

another respect, a bigger dipole moment of the molecules corresponds to a smaller 



SEF, which usually leads to a larger liquefaction region near the nanoparticle surfaces.  

As a result, the total mass Ma of adsorbed molecules in the vicinity of nanoparticles 

could be obtained as 
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where Vl is the liquefaction volume at the nanoparticle surface, nl the concentration of 

molecules in liquid state. It may be difficult to accurately determine the amount of 

adsorbed gas molecules due to the absence of the detailed spatial dependence of 

electrostatic field near nanoparticle surfaces. But the general law of absorption could 

be revealed. As the temperature decreases, the SEF decreases but the adsorbed 

concentration of molecules usually increases, both of which would inevitably bring a 

larger amount of adsorption. Moreover, as is indicated previously, a smaller 

nanoparticle usually generates a stronger electric field that may lead to a larger 

adsorption concentration based on Equation (66). As a result, a larger number of 

molecules could be adsorbed by the same mass of nanoparticles. 

  For the calculations in this section, to uncover the electrostatic field effect on the 

adsorption, only the polarization energy and the induction energy was taken into 

account, but the important dispersion energy and the electrostatic field effect on the 

interaction between gas molecules was ignored for simplicity. In the future, a whole 

model considering all the energies may need to be constructed to understand the 

complex adsorption behaviors of nanoparticles.   

2.2.9 Modification on molecular orbital of adsorbed molecules 

To be anticipated, this electrostatic field near nanoparticle surface may give rise to 



modifications on molecular structure of adsorbed molecules. To show this effect and 

for clarity in physics, the simplest Hamiltonian for an electron with two-orbital basis 

is taken  

               †
0 a bH E a a E b b V a b V b a                 (75) 

where Ea, Eb are the eigenenergy for the two electron orbitals, |a>, |b> are Dirac bras 

for the two electron orbitals, V the orbital overlap energy. The electrostatic field may 

induce other off-diagonal matrix elements such as 〈 ∙ 〉 | |  and 〈 ∙

〉 | |. Here their related diagonal matrix elements are ignored, because they may 

be much smaller than the eigenenergy Ea, Eb for the two electron orbitals. The total 

Hamiltonian may be  

† + +a b ab ba
H E a a E b b V a b V b a eE r a b eE r b a     

  
 (76) 

where the terms are 〈 〉 | |  and 〈 〉 | | . For covalent bonds 

where the relation |Ea−Eb|<<|V| exists, the resultant solution for the total Hamiltonian 

may be obtained   
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As is seen clearly, the covalent bond strength may be modified by the electrostatic 

field, and a larger field usually causes a more notable modification. A field with 

magnitude ~109 V/m may lead to an energy shift ~0.1 eV. Hence, the electric structure 

of molecules physically adsorbed at surface of nanoparticles may often be altered to 

some extent, which may bring some shifts for the related fluorescence, infrared 

spectroscopy, Raman spectroscopy and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) 



spectroscopy. The spectrum shift of the molecules may vary with distance and could 

approach several percent for these molecules adsorbed at nanoparticle surfaces. 

Besides, the electrostatic field in the vicinity of nanoparticles may display remarkable 

electric quadrupole field which may influence selection rules for related spectrum.      

2.2.10 Quenching of fluorescence 

Because of charge separation and accumulation of net charges at metallic 

nanoparticle surface shown in Figure 10, an ultra-strong electric field may be yielded 

and applied to the nearby molecules. Thus a correlated electrostatic dipole may be 

generated in the molecule, and a strong static dipole-dipole interaction (SDD) may 

appear between the metallic nanoparticle and the adjacent molecules. The 

Hamiltonian may be written as  
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where Pe is the near-field electric dipole moment at the nanoparticle and it may be 

proportional to the internal electric field along the radius in the nanoparticle Pe∝

αn(0)E, αn the electrostatic polarizability of nanoparticle, pi(ri) denotes the electric 

dipole moment for a molecule at position ri and it may sensitively depend on the local 

electrostatic field E(ri) exerted by the adjacent nanoparticle, ε0 the vacuum 

permittivity.  

This SDD may exhibits several typical properties. Firstly, it may be a near-field 

interaction. It can be very strong within a small scale (r~l0) and the strength may be 

Hdd∝αn(0)Enαm(0)E(ri) where αm(0) represents the electrostatic polarizability of the 



molecules at position ri. Secondly, it sensitively relies on the electrostatic 

polarizability of nanoparticle αn and a bigger polarizability usually can not only give 

birth to a larger near-field electric dipole moment at the nanoparticle but also cause a 

much more intense electrostatic field around the nanoparticle. The static polarizability 

of metals may be large and be proportional to square of the phenomenological 

relaxation time τ of electrons αn(0)∝(ωpτ)2 [13, 41] where ωp is the plasma frequency. 

Besides, the electron relaxation time τ is usually proportional to the direct-current 

electrical conductivity σ(0) so that the relation exists αn(0)∝[σ(0)]2. Considering that 

the electrostatic field E(ri) around the metallic nanoparticle may linearly depend on 

the amount of separated net charges in the nanoparticle, the strength of SDD 

interaction may be proportional to the square of static polarizability Hdd∝[αn(0)]2. 

Therefore, the strength of SDD interaction may be Hdd∝[σ(0)]4, meaning that the 

metallic nanoparticles especially those with much higher direct-current electrical 

conductivity σ(0) may usually result in a stronger SDD interaction. Thirdly, the SDD 

interaction may decay very quickly with increasing distance, as may be ascribed to 

two main factors. One is the fast attenuation of local electrostatic field E(ri) applied 

on the molecule, which may reduce the electric dipole moment pi(ri) for a molecule. 

The other is natural attenuation of the SDD interaction with distance as shown by the 

above equation. Hence, the distance dependence of the SDD may be   
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 This near-field SDD interaction may be very strong and play a key role for the 

quenching of fluorescence. The related quantum mechanism may be illustrated in 

Figure 12. When a beam of laser is incident on the molecules, the electrons in the 

molecular ground state would hop to excited states in terms of absorbing 

energy-matched photons shown in Figure 12(a). The related quantum transition may 

be a one-photon process and be described well by Fermi golden rule [13], 
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where Wf←i is the quantum transition rate from the ground state |ψg> to the excited 

state |ψe>,  the polarization unit vector of incident laser beam, E0 the magnitude of 

electric field of the laser,  the momentum operator, εme, εmg the ground state energy 

and excited state energy of the related electron, respectively, ħ the reduced Plank 

constant. 

The excited electron energy may be subsequently transferred to the adjacent 

nanoparticles quickly by the strong SDD interaction between nanoparticles and the 

related molecules as shown in Figure 12(b). This energy transferring process 

conforms to energy conservation, so it could be regarded an electron double-dipole 

resonance (EDDR). The quantum transition rate may be determined by the SDD 

interaction and also be described by Fermi-golden rule [60], 
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where WEDDR is the quantum transition rate caused by EDDR, |φg>, |φe> the ground 

state and excited state wave functions of electron in the nanoparticle.  



This EDDR may display some unique characteristics. Firstly, it is a physical 

process and may not associate with charge transfer between the nanoparticle and 

adsorbed molecules. So the EDDR may not bring alterations in molecular bonds for 

the related adsorbed molecules. Secondly, the EDDR may be suitable for arbitrary 

electron energy transfer and thereby it might be widespread in various physical 

systems. Owing to the strong SDD interaction, the quantum transition rate stemming 

from EDDR may far exceed that for the fluorescence emission. Hence, most of the 

photon energy absorbed by electrons in the molecules may be fast transferred to the 

electrons in the neighbor nanoparticles so that the fluorescence emission of molecules 

would be suppressed greatly.  

According to this EDDR mechanism, the quenching of fluorescence may be 

dominated by several vital factors. One is the distance between the nanoparticle and 

molecules. And a smaller distance usually leads to a stronger SDD interaction and 

EDDR, which inversely quenches the fluorescence more seriously. Another one is the 

polarizability of nanoparticle. Generally speaking, metallic nanoparticles with higher 

electric conductivity σ(0) usually possess a larger electrostatic polarizability, thereby 

yielding a stronger SDD interaction and EDDR, i.e., Hdd∝[σ(0)]4. Therefore, the 

existence of metallic nanoparticles such as Ag, Au and Cu nanoparticles with good 

electric conductivity would be anticipated to lead to obvious quenching of 

fluorescence, which was verified by experimental results [63, 64]. The third one is the 

relaxation strain and the mechanical-electric coupling strength of the metallic 

nanoparticle. A larger surface relaxation strain and mechanical-electric coupling 



strength may induce a stronger SDD interaction and EDDR, which may suppress the 

fluorescence emission of neighbor molecules more effectively. The fourth one may be 

the temperature. As temperature decreases, the electric conductivity of metals usually 

increases gradually, which may enhance the SDD interaction and EDDR, resulting in 

a more severe quenching of fluorescence for the neighboring molecules. 

2.2.11 Surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) 

SERS was first observed in 1970s [65, 66, 67] and it could be utilized as an 

ultra-sensitive analytical technique to detect minor amount of molecules in terms of 

the fingerprint Raman spectrum. Since its discovery, it has attracted worldwide 

attention and has brought several tens of thousands of publications in which several 

recent reviews have given excellent introduction and summaries [68, 69, 70]. For the 

scientific origin of SERS, much theoretical attempts has been made to understand 

various experimental phenomena on SERS since the discovery of SERS. By means of 

worldwide research in recent several decades, it is popularly believed to originate 

from two mechanisms. One is the electromagnetic enhancement associated with 

surface plasma excitations, which is usually regarded as the main mechanism of 

SERS [68, 69, 70]. The other is chemical enhancement resulting from charge transfers 

between the metal nanoparticles and adsorbed target molecules [68, 69, 70]. Despite 

that these theoretical models could capture some physics on SERS, no model could 

clarify all the important phenomena revealed by various SERS experiments. So, for 

the further development and wide applications of SERS in multi-fields, constructing a 

unified theoretical model for SERS may be very necessary, but it is very challenging 



and still an open topic [68, 69, 70].   

Upon SERS, a successful model must answer the questions below, 

1) Why does the Raman band shift in the SERS experiments?  

2) What are the reasons for the Raman band fluctuations?  

3) Why does the externally applied voltage influence the Raman intensity?  

4) Why do the semiconductor nanoparticles generate SERS? 

5) Why can the sharp surface features such as sharp edges, corners and nano-stars 

yield notable SERS? 

6) Why can the SERS yield so large an enhanced factor (EF)? 

7) Why can hot spots enhance the EF? 

8) What is the physical mechanism for distance dependence of SERS? 

9) Why does the SERS sensitively depend on frequency of incident laser?  

10) What are the selection rules for the SERS? 

In this section, by employing the discovered strong electrostatic field, related SDD 

and the resultant EDDR between nanoparticles and neighboring molecules, a new 

physical mechanism for the SERS was proposed and utilized to understand the vital 

phenomena on SERS.   

By means of quantum second-order perturbations [13], considering single quantum 

excitation in the nanoparticle (the quantum excitation in metal nanoparticles may be 

the excitation of the localized surface plasmon, but it may be the creation of 

electron-hole pair in semiconductors) and the EDDR between nanoparticle and 

adsorbed molecules as shown in Figure 13, the quantum transition coefficient from 



the ground state to the intermediate virtual state of electron in a molecule may be 

given by  
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where Ci(q, ω) is the wavevector q and angular frequency ω dependence of quantum 

transition coefficient, me the electron mass, E0 the magnitude of electric field of the 

laser,  the polarization unit vector of incident laser beam,  the momentum 

operator, ħ the reduced Plank constant, |φe>, |φg> present the ground state wave 

function and electronic excited state wave function in nanoparticles, εe, εg the 

corresponding eigenenergy for the states, |ψi>, |ψg> the intermediate virtual state and 

ground state of electron in the molecules, εmi, εmg denote the corresponding energy 

levels for the intermediate state and ground state, respectively. 

  This quantum transition coefficient may determine the pumping process of SERS 

and the related EF.  

   The radiated power of Raman scattering may be given by [69, 71] 
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where ωq is the frequency of molecular vibration mode, ε0 the vacuum permittivity, 

P(ω±ωq) the oscillating electric dipole of the molecules. Combining quantum 

transition coefficient from ground state to the intermediate virtual state and the power 

of Raman scattering, one may obtain  
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where nq is the number of molecular vibrations,  is the component of effective 

polarizability tensor for SERS, the subscripts μ and ν are the incident photon 

polarization direction and scattered photon polarization direction in cartesian 

coordinates (x, y, z), μ is the Stokes (anti-Stokes) dipole moment operator for the 

molecules, μ' the dipole moment operator for the nanoparticle. This effective 

polarization tensor determines the selection rules for SERS.  

  So the single-molecule EF (SMEF) of SERS could be estimated by  
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where αn(k,ω), αm(k,ω) are the momentum vector k and angular frequency ω 

dependence of polarizability of nanoparticles and molecules, respectively, αn(0), αm(0) 

the electrostatic polarizability of nanoparticles and molecules, respectively, εn2(k,ω) 

the imaginary part of relative dielectric constant of nanoparticles, En the electrostatic 

field in the nanoparticle due to surface strain relaxation and E(ri) the position ri 

dependence of electrostatic field experienced by the molecule.  

Equation (86) shows that the SMEF strongly depends on the distance between the 

nanoparticle and the molecules. Based on the distance dependence of SDD magnitude 

shown in Equations (56) and (79), the overall EF(k,ω) may be EFsm(k,ω)4π(R0+r)2, 

thus  
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Since the radius R0 of utilized nanoparticle is usually much larger than surface 

relaxation length l0, i.e., R0˃˃ l0, hence, the overall EF(k,ω) may decay with r−10 in the 

near-field range r<l0, which was verified by experimental observations [72]. 

  As indicated by Equation (86), the EF of SERS may obviously depend on the 

frequency (wavelength) of incident light. The imaginary part of relative dielectric 

function of a system is proportional to its absorption coefficient [13, 41], so the EF of 

SERS may reach its peak value when the frequency (wavelength) of light is 

coincident with the characteristic frequency (wavelength) of maximum absorption 

coefficient of nanoparticle, which is the commonly observed experimental results [73, 

74].  

Also shown by this equation is that not only metal nanoparticles but also 

semiconductor nanoparticles possessing both large static polarizability αn(0) and 

imaginary part of dynamic polarizability ε2n(ω) may give birth to a noticeable SERS 

as well, which was verified by experimental observations [75, 76]. 

Based on Equations (86), one may understand the vital role of sharp surface 

features in the SERS. Sharp surface features such as nano-star, sharp edges and 

corners mean that there exist many regions with dramatic strain relaxation which may 

further generate a strong electrostatic field and apparent net charge accumulation in 

these regions according to Yuheng Zhang equation. The net charges at sharp edges and 



corners will yield an intensely electrostatic field and thereby cause a strong SDD 

interaction between neighboring molecules and surface regions with sharp features, as 

may result in notable SERS. So the regions close to the sharp edges and corners may 

behave as the active spots for SERS and the size of these active spots may be the 

order of the surface relaxation length l0, i.e, several atomic layers ~1 nm [55, 58, 59]. 

For the nanoparticle agglomeration systems, the electrostatic field in the nano-gap 

between two nanoparticles may be greatly enhanced due to the mutual induced more 

charges at confronting side of the other nanoparticle. Therefore, the SDD and EDDR 

between nanoparticles and molecules in the nano-gap may be conspicuously enhanced, 

leading to a more notable SERS. The regions in the nano-gap may be the hotspots 

already revealed in many experiments [70, 77]. Based on the nanometer sized surface 

relaxation length l0, the hotspot size may be ~1 nm, which is in accord with 

experimental results [70, 77, 78]. 

As stated in previous section, the intense electrostatic field generated by surface 

sharp features such as sharp edges and corners would bring alterations in covalent 

bond strength of molecules, thereby resulting in the Raman band shift for the nearby 

molecules especially those adsorbed at positions with surface sharp features. In terms 

of a simple estimation, the largest shift of Raman band may reach several percent, and 

as a rule a bigger shift usually corresponds to a larger single-molecule EF of SERS 

owing to a stronger SDD interaction and EDDR. In the SERS experiments, due to the 

randomness and disorder of sharp features at nanoparticle surfaces, the yielded 

electrostatic field may also exhibit complexity which may subsequently induce a 



distinct Raman shift, Raman intensity, spectral shape and EF of SERS in different 

experiments even with the same type of nanoparticles as the SERS substrate. This 

may be confirmed by the commonly encountered experimental observations on the 

SERS fluctuations such as intensity fluctuation, spectral shape fluctuation, Raman 

peak position fluctuation and Raman peak width fluctuation [79].   

In previous investigations, the experimental observations that SERS intensity relies 

on electrochemical potential of substrate was recognized as a strong evidence for the 

chemical enhancement mechanism dominated by charge transfer between SERS 

substrate and adsorbed molecules [70]. However, a quite different and complete 

physical mechanism for the effect of electrochemical potential on SERS may be put 

forward here. An externally applied electric voltage on the SERS substrate would 

change the electrostatic field felt by the adsorbed molecules, so that both the SDD 

interaction and EDDR may be greatly altered, which may further result in obvious 

variations of SERS intensity. A simple comparison between this mechanism and 

chemical enhancement could be performed. Chemical enhancement requires charge 

transfer, but the EDDR mechanism may require charge separation induced by strains 

at sharp surface features. Chemical enhancement occurs only for the chemically 

adsorbed molecules, but the EDDR mechanism may be valid for the physically 

adsorbed molecules several nanometers away. Discovery of so-called shell-isolated 

nanoparticle-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SHINERS) where the metal 

nanoparticles were coated by ultrathin semiconductor films [70, 80, 81] preventing 

direct interaction between nanoparticles and adsorbates may disagree with the 



chemical enhancement mechanism, but might be consistent with EDDR mechanism.  

The selection rules of SERS may be altered by the EDDR between SERS substrate 

and the adsorbed molecules as indicated by Equations (78) and (85). In the equations, 

the amplitude of the diagonal terms (μ=γ), 

	  (ν=ρ) may be much larger than other off-diagonal terms 

(μ≠γ),  (ν≠ρ), thus these 

approximations may be appropriate,  
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where the Kronecker symbol is δμγ=1 for the case μ=γ, otherwise it is zero. These 

approximations may be applicable for the nanoparticles and molecules without 

off-diagonal terms in their respective polarizability tensors. So the effective 

polarizability tensor for SERS may be given by  
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This equation displays that the effective polarizability tensor for SERS showing 

molecule position dependence may determine the selection rules of SERS. Some 

normal Raman-active vibration mode may be silent when the molecules at positions 

fulfill the conditions 3riμriμ=(ri)2. Furthermore, it may reveal that the TEF at the 

surface of metal nanoparticles can give rise to additional contributions to Raman 

scattering, i.e., the off-diagonal term in the round brackets in Equation (89), as could 

activate forbidden vibration mode in the common Raman scattering. It may be the 

physical origin of popular experimental observations of forbidden Raman mode in 



SERS [82, 83, 84].  

To examine whether this EDDR mechanism grasp the physics of SERS or not, the 

magnitude of SMEF should be estimated. As the analysis in the previous section of 

Micro-earth, the electrostatic field within the strain relaxation length of nanoparticle 

may reach a magnitude ~108 V/m, and the field E(ri) applied on the adsorbed 

molecules especially these at the edges and corners may be in the range 108~109 V/m. 

The electric field E0 of the incident laser in the experiments was usually ~106 V/m 

corresponding to a laser radiation power density ~105 W/cm2 [82, 83]. In the cases that 

the metal nanoparticles were used as SERS substrate, inserting the relative dielectric 

function of metals [13, 41], the SMEF could be written as  
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where σ(0) is the direct-current electrical conductivity of the metal, ε0 the vacuum 

permittivity. If the electrostatic polarizability of molecules is comparable to its 

dynamic polarizability, the optimum SMEF using metal nanoparticles Ag, Au and Cu 

as SERS substrate could be estimated to reach a value as high as 108~1010, which 

agrees with conclusions [69, 70] obtained from many experimental observations.  

  Meanwhile, the yielded electric field on molecules E(ri) may be proportional to the 

amount of separated charges in the metal nanoparticle. The amount of separated 

charges is usually proportional to the static polarizability, so the field E(ri) may be 

proportional to the static polarizability of metal nanoparticle, i.e., E(ri)∝αn(0). 

Furthermore, according to static conductivity and relative dielectric function of metals 



[13, 41], the relation between static polarizability and static conductivity of metals 

exists αn(0)≈[σ(0)]2/ε0ωp
2. Therefore, the SMEF employing metal nanoparticles as 

SERS substrate may follows the relation EFsm(k, ω)∝[σ(0)]6/(ε0ωp
2)2. On the other 

hand, the electric field in the strain relaxation length l0 remarkably relies on the 

mechanical-electric coupling strength and the surface strain of the nanoparticles. 

Combining these factors, the following relation may be valid for SMEF by means of 

metal substrate, 
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As shown, the SMEF depends on electric conductivity σ(0), mechanical-electric 

coupling strength |∂EF/e∂ξij| and the surface strains ξij. Hence, the metal nanoparticles 

such as Ag, Au and Cu exhibiting much higher electrical conductivity than other 

transition metals can usually result in much stronger SERS，which was the 

experimental observations [85, 86, 87, 88].  

  As indicated by the above analysis, the proposed simple mechanism based on 

EDDR between SERS substrate and neighboring molecules may grasp the physics of 

SERS and could help people understand the complex phenomena on SERS deeply.   

  The important role of EDDR has been discussed for the suppression of fluorescence 

and SERS in this work. Of emphasized is that the EDDR may be a highly-efficient 

energy transfer channel between nanoparticles and their nearby systems such as 

nanoparticles, molecules and so on. To be anticipated, it may also play a key role in 

other fields such as tip-enhanced Raman scattering (TERS), nanoparticle-assisted 



photocatalysis and so on.  

3. Conclusion 

In summary, the TEF at metal surfaces may be unraveled in this work. The TEF and 

the related electrostatic field inside a metal may enable people to re-understand and 

modify the electrostatics of metals, e.g., electrostatic equilibrium conditions and 

boundary conditions, Uniqueness theorem, method of image charges, electrostatic 

shielding, Thompson’s theorem and Green’s reciprocation theorem. Meanwhile, it was 

found that TEF may have a vital effect on photoelectron emission spectroscopy, 

redistribution of minority atoms at nanoparticle surface, Reshba effect and so on. 

Besides, interestingly, an intrinsically intensive electrostatic field was found to 

accompany the nanoparticles, which may lead to the EDDR between the nanoparticle 

and the nearby molecules. To be excited, using EDDR a simply unified theoretical 

model for SERS, a longstanding problem in physics and chemistry, may be 

constructed in this work. This model may capture the main physics of SERS through 

the analysis of experimental phenomena on SERS. Overall, the discovered TEF at 

metal surface and related electrostatic field inside the metal may help people to 

re-understand the electrostatics of metals and investigate the related mechanical, 

physical and chemical effects in various areas in the future.    
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Figure 1 Distribution of the intrinsic electrostatic field and the related electric charges 

in a closed metal shell. The plus circled and the minus circled present the positive 

charges and negative charges, respectively. The black arrows denote the intrinsic 

electrostatic field inside the metal and outside the metal.   

 

 

Figure 2 Schematic diagram of the tangential electrostatic field (TEF) at metal 

surfaces. Magenta regions denote the metal surface with higher Fermi surface energy 

(FSE), while yellow regions show the lower-FSE regions of the metal. Positive and 

negative signs represent positive and negative charges, respectively. Blue arrows 

stand for the TEF at the metal surfaces and the black ones denote the electrostatic 

field outside the metal surface.   



 

Figure 3. Electrical current-voltage (I-V) relation for the metal surface with a 

tangential electrostatic field (TEF). Region I (colored yellow) and region III (colored 

magenta) denote places with lower Fermi surface energy (FSE) and higher FSE, 

respectively, while region II shows the transition zone between region I and region III. 

(a) forward bias voltage; (b) backward bias voltage; (c) I-V characteristics. 

 

 

Figure 4 Sketch of photoemission spectroscopy (PES) affected by tangential 

electrostatic field at metal surface. When a light beam (colored purple) radiates at the 

metal surface, some photoelectrons (red dots) would be emitted and their motion 

would be influenced by the electrostatic field near the surface. 
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Figure 5. A bias voltage Vbias between tip of scanning tunneling microscope (STM) 

and metal surface with up-shifted Fermi surface energy (FSE) colored magenta. The 

up-shifted FSE may make this region possess a positive electric potential Vz and the 

surrounding electric field is shown by black arrows.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6. Momentum dependence (short black arrows) of polarized electron spins 

under a tangential electrostatic field at the metal surface. The tangential field is along 

x axis as indicated the long black arrows. The red circled present electrons. Red 

arrows and blue arrows denote the polarization direction of electron spins. (a) without 

external electrical voltage; (b) with an electrical voltage Ve. 
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Figure 7 Schematic diagram of a beam of photons (denoted by red line) with s 

polarization (photon electric field perpendicular to the scattering plane kx-kz) or p 

polarization (photon electric field lying in the scattering plane kx-kz) radiating at a 

metal surface with tetragonal symmetry. The tangential electrostatic field indicated by 

blue arrows is along kx direction. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8. Sketch of field emission for a metal. (a) electron emission for the metal with 

a work function ϕ under an intense field E at metal surface; (b) electron emission for 

the region with a shifted Fermi surface energy (FSE) by the amount ΔEF and the 

related electric field is changed to be E-E0 where E0 results from the shifted FSE.  
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Figure 9. Schematic diagram of a magnetic dipole field yielded by fast rotation of a 

metal nanoparticle. 

 

 

 

Figure 10. Sketch of cutaway drawing for a nanoparticle with charge separation. The 

strain (magenta zone and the strain relaxation length l0) due to surface relaxation may 

exist along radius and cause the related remarkable charge separation. The net charges 

at surface may mainly distribute at the sharp edges and corners.  

 



 

Figure 11 The reduced concentration n/ns of adsorbed gas molecules in the vicinity of 

nanoparticle surface versus the reduced concentration n0/ns far away from the 

nanoparticles. The black squares denote the curve with parameter λns=0.05, the red 

diamonds for the curve with parameter λns=0.5, the blue circles for parameter with 

λns=−0.5.  

 

 

 

 

 



 

Figure 12. Schematic diagram of a possible mechanism for suppression of 

fluorescence owing to electric dipole resonance. The magenta circled represents 

electrons, the blue curved arrow stands for an incident photon and the magenta arrows 

show the electron hopping between different states (black horizontal lines). (a) single 

photon absorption process at the molecule; (b) electron energy transfer by means of 

electric dipole resonance between the molecule (right) and an adjacent metallic 

nanoparticle (left).  
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Figure 13. Schematic diagram of quantum processes for surface enhanced Raman 

scattering (SERS). (a) creation of an electron excitation by absorbed a photon (curved 

blue arrow); (b) the energy transfer in terms of electron double-dipole resonance 

(EDDR) between nanoparticle and adsorbed molecules; (c) emission of Stokes Raman 

(abbreviated SR) emission or emission of Anti- Stokes Raman (abbreviated ASR) 

photon.  
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Table 1. Binary continuous solid solutions according to the reference [43]. 

The groups in 
periodic table 

Continuous solid solutions (0≤x≤1) 

Main group 1  CsxRb1-x  KxRb1-x     

Main group 4  GexSi1-x       

Main group 5  BixSb1-x       

Main group 6  SexTe1-x       

Subgroups 5, 6 CrxV1-x  MoxTa1-x  MoxV1-x  NbxTa1-x 

Subgroups 5, 6 MoxW1-x  NbxV1-x  NbxW1-x  MoxNb1-x 

Subgroups 5, 6  TaxW1-x  VxW1-x     

Subgroups 7, 8  OsxRu1-x  OsxRe1-x  RexRu1-x   

Subgroups 10,11  AgxPd1-x  NixPd1-x  AgxAu1-x   

 

 


